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About This Game

Crush anything remaining in a site scheduled for construction,
flattening everything to the ground within the time limit to prepare the land for building.

Flatten everything in your path!
Use items to speed up and expand the roller size to make easy work of flattening
buildings and other objects. Steam-roll through abandoned buildings and other rubble
in your way, remembering you've got to finish the job on time!

Demolish your way through 40+20 stages!
Flatten 40 stages of increasing difficulty to test your Road Rolling skills!
Complete earlier stages with top marks to unlock later ones.
In MISSION mode, destroy everything using iron spheres!

Aim to be the No.1 Road Roller!
Compete in the ranking leaderboard as you aim to be the best Road Roller in the business!
It's time to show your Road Rolling skills!

Great destruction driving skills and quick thinking is the key to becoming a great ROBUST ROAD ROLLER!
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robust road roller

So Far this is going in the right direction. Of course its buggy, its still early release. However, the first PGM was heading in the
right direction as well. Its not the base game that this company has a problem with its building it from a buggy prerelease into a
great finished product. Lets hope they can improve.

On to game play. Someone reviewed stating his players couldn't play worth a crap and kept missing and peed all over the place.
Of course they did, this reviewer didn't even make it a few minutes into the game. As your characters level the skills you choose
have an effect on how they behave in game. Want them to follow your commands and stop doing dumb things? build up their
discipline. Want them to aim better and actually hit the target? build up their Fine motor skills.

One thing the company did succeed in with this is the fact we finally have choices. Games are not just random results and how
we choose to build our players effect how they behave in game. This is a big win for them.

The negative, other than expected bugs, is that they went too far. It has more of a Sims feel to it outside of match mode. I want
to manage the teams gameplay not their lives. If I want to manage their lives I would buy The Sims.

All in all, I think they have something going here, it just needs some polishing. A few additions here, a few deletes there. The
have bought themselves another few months in my book to really turn this into something.. It's a very great way to kill time. But
NEVER use this to teach your kids about maths, science, religion, or anything in fact.. Casual and relaxing, a good play. I love
this game, it has such an amazing and beautiful story!♥. I would like to play the first creeper world, as in, I dislike the reskin, I
want the original skin.. So I just got this on a whim because I got a new Lenovo Explorer and man, it's fun. VERY highly
recommend!

This will be the first game I show anyone who is new to VR. It's sooo accessible and has a huge "Wow" factor.. When beginning
Part 1 I was reminded of some of the things I didn't like about the original gamebooks, especially the "gotcha" insta-deaths and
unclear motivations for why I should wander here instead of there. But once I got used to the spell system (and rewind option!)
it began to get interesting.

Part 2 downright *shines* for bringing to life a bustling city of traps and unsavory characters. The use of sub-locations
(mansions, sewers, inns, etc.) creates an uncanny sense of vastness and reminds me of what I loved most about the early Ultima
games in entering a city or dungeon -- the illusion of filled-in presence and life amidst a tiny part of the map. I haven't had that
sensation of wonder in a computer game in a very long time.

Sorcery! has smart writing, charm, and a seemingly endless supply of suspenseful, surprising, and exciting encounters. The game
(esp. after Part 1) expands the gamebooks *radically* so that by Part 2 you really sense that it has escaped any of the limits of a
paper gamebook and become something truly its own, both in how and what it does for RPGs.

Highly recommended -- a big win for Inkle here -- so happy to see this finally make it to PC. Can't wait for Parts 3 and 4!. love
the game will be taking up alot of my time in the future

i just wish there was a multiplayer option
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well that review didnt age well
After numerous controveries within the community and a cancellation over "hate" (read: completely warranted criticism and
anger), I can safely say this game isn't as great as it couldve been. Half the content that I, and I'm sure numerous others,were
looking forward to, has now been swept aside because a dev couldn't act like a reasonable person and accept criticism. That
really sucks. I've learned the immaturity and overall ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t that the dev has pulled, and I can safely say that I don't
believe in this game anymore. I wish I could get a refund, but it's too late for that, I suppose.

P.S. I was so hype for batter and brad god damnit

ORIGINAL REVIEW:

This game is wonderful. It has an excellent variety of characters, although some of the big names are missing. (though this is not
the dev's fault) You can play as characters from Goat Simulator, VVVVVVV, I Wanna Be the Guy, Newgrounds, and soon to
be, OFF and LISA. Mechanically, the game plays like a dream. You can change everything to your preference, including the
type of air dodges. (yes, you can wavedash.) You can toggle stage hazards, allowing for more competitive play. The game also
has several mechanics that seperate it from smash. For one, there's a super meter, making super moves something that happens
in competitive play. Some characters have "PP" meters, that are spent when they use certain special moves. this balances out the
more powerful moves, making it more risky to use them. Overall the game might be in early access, but it's already ready to
compete with the other smash clones on steam, so when it gets finished, I'm sure it'll be the best one out there.

also

you know

OFF and LISA in a smash clone

thats reason enough to buy it. Do you want to create cool cards? You may want to create the next card/board game hit, or to
promote your brand in a new original way. No matter the level of seriousness or professionalism you're aspiring to: this software
will mostly exceed the requirements you may have.

There's a wide amount of options presented over a clean and beautiful interface. The user experience is very good and, as far as
I can tell, there is no other software in the market that can compete with this one.

Totally recommended!. Yes, they made a game with Penny Arcade characters. Plays like Mario RPG.. This is a interesting
game. A bit short, and while I have not played Prince of Persia, it might be a... homage to it. Anyway, the HO puzzles are
interesting, the other games fun, and it is good for hours of fun.

Do try it.. It's great!. I got this because it I thought it was like Minecraft, but its not really all that great in any way. The way you
navigate and the camera controls are just wonky, the graphics and textures look ugly and there really is no fun to the game at all,
its all just kind of stupid, but maybe I'm just not into it, I don't know. However, I do know that I regret buying it.. The humour
and the noir style drew me to this game but the story is great too. Very emotional and it's actually best to just dive right in and
play it without knowing to much about it. It 's a wonderful game with charming characters and a really emotional story. Solid
puzzle design to. It has a few bugs and flaws though, the voice gets cut off on a few occasions and one time I lost my cursor...but
those weren't deal breakers for me.. Would not work on steam link with any of my 3 steam controllers. Requested a refund.
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